We study the relation between the solutions of two minimization problems with inde nite quadratic forms. We show that a complete link between both solutions can be established by invoking a fundamental set of inertia conditions. While these inertia conditions are automatically satis ed in a standard Hilbert space setting, which is the case of classical least-squares problems in both the deterministic and stochastic frameworks, they nevertheless turn out to mark the di erences between the two optimization problems in inde nite metric spaces. Applications to H 1 ? ltering, robust adaptive ltering, and approximate total-least-squares methods are included.
INTRODUCTION
Given two invertible Hermitian matrices f ; Wg, a column vector y, and an arbitrary matrix A of appropriate dimensions, we study the relation between the following two minimization problems: then by the minimization in (2) we mean nding a K o such that for any complex column vector a, and for all K, we have a J(K o )a a J(K)a:
An interpretation of both optimization criteria (1) and (2) in terms of estimation problems in inde nite metric spaces is provided in the next sections. Here we only wish to emphasize that both cost functions 
are in fact the inverses of each other, as detailed below.
Moreover, and contrary to standard quadratic minimization problems, the weighting matrices f ; Wg in
(1) and (2) are allowed to be inde nite (i.e., they are not restricted to being positive-de nite). Consequently, the central matrices in (4) and (5) are generally inde nite. For this reason, solutions to (1) and (2) are not always guaranteed to exist. However, when they exist, we shall show that the expressions for the solutions, and the conditions for their existence, are very closely related. This relation will be established via a fundamental set of inertia conditions. Here, by the inertia of an invertible Hermitian matrix X, we mean a pair of integers, denoted by I + (X) and I ? (X), where I + (X) = number of strictly positive eigenvalues of X; I ? (X) = number of strictly negative eigenvalues of X: Note also that since X is assumed invertible, it has no zero eigenvalues and, consequently, I + (X) + I ? (X) = number of columns (or rows) of the matrix X: The signi cance of the relations to be established between problems (1) and (2) is the following. It often happens in applications that one is interested in solving quadratic problems of the form (1), with inde nite weighting matrices. A particular example that has received increasing attention in the last decade is the class of so-called H 1 -ltering and control problems, as suggested by several of the references at the end of this paper { see, e.g., the recent book GL95] for more details and references on the topic. In this context, the matrix in (1) is further restricted to be positive-de nite and the W matrix is inde nite but of the special form W = diag.fI; ? 2 Ig, for a given positive constant 2 . Here we shall treat the general class of optimization problems suggested by (1) where both f ; Wg are allowed to be arbitrary inde nite matrices. For example, the special case = ? 2 I and W = I turns out to be useful in approximate solutions of the so-called total least-squares (TLS) or errors-in-variables methods.
On the other hand, problems of the form (2) are characteristic of state-space estimation formulations, where a so-called Kalman lter procedure is available as an e cient computational scheme for determining the solution in the presence of state-space structure, as pointed out in HSK93]. By relating the solutions of (1) and (2) we shall then be able to apply Kalman-type algorithms to the solution of (1), as well as obtain a complete set of inertia conditions that will automatically test for the existence of solutions to (1), without discarding the available information from the solution of (2).
In the sequel, we shall use capital letters to denote matrices (e.g., A) and small letters to denote vectors.
An Inertia Result for Linear Transformations
We rst establish a preliminary inertia result that tells us how the inertia of the matrices and W is a ected by transformations of the form (A A + W) and ( ?1 + A W ?1 A);
for arbitrary matrices A of appropriate dimensions. The reason for choosing these transformations is because the positivity of the matrices in (7) will be shown later to be equivalent to necessary and su cient conditions for the solvability of the problems (1) and (2). Hence, by studying how their inertia depends on f ; Wg, we shall be able to conclude how the choice of f ; Wg a ects the solvability of problems (1) and (2) { see Theorem 2.1 below. Also, a justi cation for the name linear transformations that appears in the title of this section will become clear further ahead, where it will be shown that the matrix A can be interpreted as the coe cient matrix of a linear model. We start by noting that the matrices in (6) are indeed the inverses of each other and, consequently, that their inertia coincide. For this purpose, we form the square Hermitian matrix 
Proof: The proof is immediate from the congruence relation (9) and from Sylvester's law of inertia.
A less immediate inertia result follows if we instead perform a (block) upper-diagonal-lower triangular factorization of G. In this case, we need to further assume that the lower-right corner element of G is also invertible, viz., (A A + W) is invertible: (12) It then follows that the matrix ( ?1 +A W ?1 A) will be invertible, as is immediate from the matrix inversion formula (13) This is in fact a useful preliminary result for our later analysis and a stronger statement is given below. The inertia equalities of the theorem then follow from (11). Conversely, assume the inertia conditions (15) and (16) hold. Then the total number of nonzero eigenvalues of the block diagonal matrix ( ?1 + A W ?1 A) (A A + W) is equal to (n + N), which is also the size of this block matrix. Here, n is the size of and N is the size of W. Consequently, none of the eigenvalues of either ( ?1 + A W ?1 A) or (A A + W) can be zero. This implies that we must necessarily have an invertible matrix (A A + W). 
Interpretation as an Estimation Problem with an Inde nite Metric
The problem (17) admits an interpretation in terms of an estimation problem as follows. We may regard z as a column vector of n unknown parameters that is related to the vector y via a linear relation of the form y = Az + v;
where v denotes the mismatch between the value of y and the value of Az. In signal processing literature, the y is called the observation vector, the v is called the noise vector, and the objective is to use the available data y in order to come up with an estimate for the unknown vector z. The problem is posed as one of minimizing a quadratic cost function of the same form as in (17) but with positive-de nite matrices f ; Wg Hay91, PRLN92] . It is well known in such cases that for any positive-de nite matrix W, and for any complex-valued column vectors a and b in C n , the scalar quantity a W ?1 b is a well-de ned inner product, denoted by < b; a >, and, consequently, least-squares solutions can be found by orthogonally projecting onto appropriate linear subspaces { see, e.g., SK94] for a recent survey on the topic in the positive-de nite case and along the lines of this paper.
Here, however, we allow for inde nite matrices f ; Wg, thus leading to a least-squares problem with inde nite weighting matrices. Now a bilinear form a W ?1 b is not guaranteed to satisfy the positivity condition a W ?1 a > 0 for all nonzero a. We thus say that C n , coupled with a bilinear form a W ?1 b with W inde nite, is an inde nite metric space. More generally, an inde nite metric space fK; < :; : > K g is de ned
as a vector space that satis es two simple requirements (see, e.g., Bog74, GLR83] for more details):
(i) K is linear over the eld of complex numbers C, and (ii) K possesses a bilinear form, < :; : > K , such that for any a; b; c 2 K, and for any ; 2 C; we have < a + b; c > K = < a; c > K + < b; c > K ; < b; a > K = < a; b > K :
In particular, the quantity < a; a > K is in general inde nite. This is in contrast to a Hilbert space setting, fH we again obtain the linear model (18) and we are back to the problem of estimating z from the y by solving (17).
Solution of the IWLS Problem
Let J(z) denote the quadratic cost function that appears in (17), 
The Equivalent Estimation Problem
We now study the second optimization criterion (2) and also present an interpretation for it in terms of an estimation problem in an inde nite metric space. We shall refer to this problem as the equivalent estimation problem (or EE, for short). For two vectors fa; bg, with entries fa i ; b j g in K 0 , we write < a; b > K 0 to denote a matrix whose entries are the individual < a i ; b j > K 0 . In a Hilbert setting, an analogy arises with the space of scalar-valued zero-mean random variables, say E: for two column vectors p and q of random variables, the bilinear form Epq is a matrix whose individual entries are Ep i q j (see, e.g., AM79, Kai81]). Note that to distinguish between the elements in K and K 0 , we are using boldface letters to denote the variables of the equivalent problem.
The variables fv; zg can be regarded as having Gramian matrices fW; g and cross Gramian zero, namely W = < v; v > K 0 ; = < z; z > K 0 ; < z; v > K 0 = 0: Under these conditions, it follows from the linear model (25) that the Gramian matrix of y is equal to < y; y > K 0 = A A + W:
Let J(K) denote the quadratic cost function that appears in (24),
It is then immediate to see that J(K) can be interpreted as the 
Solution of the EE Problem
We now state and prove the solution of (24). The matrices that appear in (33) can be interpreted as follows: < z; y > K 0 = A ; < y; y > K 0 = A A + W:
We therefore conclude that the following equivalent equalities also hold: The relevance of this question is that, as we shall see in a later section, when state-space structure is further imposed on the data, an e cient recursive procedure can be derived for the solution of the equivalent problem (24). Hence, once a connection is established with the IWLS problem (17), the solution of the latter should follow immediately.
We shall see that this is indeed possible by invoking the inertia results of Sec. 2. To begin with, the following result is a consequence of Lemma 2.2. Likewise, the equivalent problem (24) has a unique stationary point K o i (W +A A ) is nonsingular. But, according to Lemma 2.2, the nonsingularity of one matrix implies the nonsingularity of the other, which thus establishes the desired result.
This means that both optimization problems are always guaranteed to simultaneously have unique stationary solutionsẑ and K o , regardless of the invertible matrices f ; Wg and for any A. That is, once we nd a unique stationary solution K o for the equivalent problem (24), we are at least guaranteed a unique stationary solutionẑ for the IWLS problem. But we are in fact interested in a stronger result. We would like to verify whether this stationary solutionẑ is a minimum or not. We would also like to be able to settle this question by exploiting the solution of the equivalent problem (24), and without explicitly checking the positivity condition that is required on ( ?1 + A W ?1 A) in the IWLS case (17).
The next statement is one of the main conclusions of this paper since it provides a set of inertia conditions that allows us to check the solvability of the IWLS problem (17) in terms of the inertia properties of the Gramian matrix (A A + W) associated with the equivalent problem (24).
Theorem 5.1 (Fundamental Inertia Conditions) Given invertible and Hermitian matrices and W, and an arbitrary matrix A of appropriate dimensions, the optimization problem (1) (i.e., the IWLS problem The importance of the above theorem is that it allows us to check whether a minimizing solution exists to the IWLS problem (17) by comparing the inertia of the Gramian matrix of the equivalent problem, viz., (W +A A ), with the inertia of ( W). This is relevant because, as we shall see in the next section, when state-space structure is further imposed, we can derive an e cient procedure that allows us to keep track of the inertia of (W + A A ). In particular, the procedure will produce a sequence of matrices fR e;i g such that Inertia(W + A A ) = Inertia (R e;0 R e;1 R e;2 : : :) : The theorem then shows that \all" we need to do is compare the inertia of the given matrices and W with that of the matrices fR e;i g that are made available via the recursive procedure.
Equally important is that this procedure will further allow us to compute the quantityẑ in (27). But since we argued above thatẑ has the same expression asẑ, the stationary solution of (17), then the procedure will also provide us withẑ.
In summary, by establishing an explicit relation between both problems (17) and (24), we shall be capable of solving either problem via the solution of the other. In the special case of positive-de nite quadratic cost functions, this point of view was fully exploited in SK94] in order to establish a close link between known results in Kalman ltering theory and more recent results in adaptive ltering theory. In particular, it was shown in SK94] that once such an equivalence relation is established, the varied forms of adaptive ltering algorithms can be obtained by writing down di erent variants of the so-called Kalman lter.
The discussion in this paper, while it provides a similar connection for inde nite quadratic cost functions, it shows that a satisfactory link can be established via an additional set of inertia conditions. These conditions are necessary because, contrary to the case of positive-de nite quadratic cost functions, minimizing solutions are not always guaranteed to exist in the inde nite case. Note that in the positive case (i.e., and W positive), the inertia conditions of Theorem 5.1 are automatically satis ed.
We may nally remark that the above inertia conditions include, as special cases, the well-known conditions for the existence of H 1 -controllers and lters, as will be clari ed in later sections.
6 Incorporating State-Space Structure Now that we have established the exact relationship between the two basic optimization problems (1) and (2), we shall proceed to study an important special case of the equivalent problem (2).
More speci cally, we shall pose an optimization problem that will be of the same form as (2) except that the associated A matrix will have considerable structure in it. In particular, the A matrix will be block-lower triangular and its individual entries will be further parameterized in terms of matrices fF i ; G i ; H i g that arise from an underlying state-space assumption. This will allow us to derive an e cient computational scheme for the solution of the corresponding optimization problem (2). The scheme is an extension to the inde nite case of a well-known Kalman ltering algorithm HSK93].
Statement of the State-Space Problem
We consider an inde nite metric space K 0 and continue to employ the notation < a; b > K 0 to denote a matrix with entries < a i ; b j > K 0 , where fa i ; b j g 2 K 0 are the individual entries of the columns a and b.
We further consider vectors fy i ; x i ; u i ; v i g, all with entries in K 0 , and assume that they are related via state-space equations of the form
where F i ; H i ; and G i are known n n; p n; and n m matrices, respectively. It is further assumed that 
Here, the notation F i;j] , i j, stands for Problem 6.1 (State-Space Estimation Problem) Consider the state-space model (36) and given the fy; A; ; Wg as above, determine a matrix K, and conditions on fA; ; Wg, so as to minimize the Gramian matrix min K < z ? Ky; z ? Ky > K 0 :
The optimal solution K o , when it exists, can be used to de ne K o y as the optimal linear estimate for z. We denote this byẑ = K o y: In other words, we have posed the problem of linearly estimating z from y so as to minimize the Gramian matrix of the error signal, z ? Ky. This Gramian matrix can be expanded and the problem is easily seen to be equivalent to
where we have used (41) and (42).
We thus see that, given a state-space model of the form (36) and (37), the problem of linearly estimating the variables fx 0 ; u 0 ; : : :; u N?1 g from the variables fy 0 ; y 1 ; : : :; y N g leads to an optimization problem of the same form as in (2): it requires that we determine a coe cient matrix K that minimizes J(K). The optimal K o is then used to de ne the optimal linear estimate of the desired variables viaẑ = K o y. (45) Alternatively, and using (35), we also write for later reference, z =< z; y > K 0 < y; y > ?1 K 0 y: (46) While the expression (45) is analytically satisfactory, it however does not exploit two important facts that occur under the assumption of the state-space structure, namely that the matrices f ; Wg are block diagonal and, more importantly, that the matrix A is now block-lower triangular. The entries of A are also completely parameterized by the matrices fF i ; G i ; H i g that describe the state-space model (36).
We shall see in the sequel that these two facts can be exploited in order to provide an alternative method for computing the solutionẑ. While (45) provides a global expression forẑ, we shall argue that it will be more convenient to introduce a recursive procedure for computingẑ.
Remark on Notation. We shall from now on write z N instead of z to indicate that it includes x 0 and the vectors fu j g up to time N ? 1, as de ned in (39). That is, the subindex N indicates which vectors fu j g are included in the de nition of z. We shall then writeẑ NjN instead of simplyẑ to indicate that it is the estimate of z N that is obtained by using the vectors fy i g up to time N. That is, the fy 0 ; y 1 ; : : :; y N g are More generally, the estimate of z N that is based on a di erent number of vectors fy j g, say up to time k, will be correspondingly indicated byẑ Njk . In other words, the rst subindex indicates which vectors fu j g are included in the de nition of the variable z and the second subindex indicates which vectors fy j g are used in the estimation of z.
These notational changes are necessary because we shall nd it useful later to also de ne, for each i, the 
which contains x 0 and the vectors fu j g up to time (i ? 1). Correspondingly, the estimate of z i that is based on vectors fy j g up to a time k will be indicated byẑ ijk . 
A Strong Regularity Condition on the Gramian Matrix
A minimizing solution requires the positivity of this matrix. In any case, due to the block diagonal structure of fW; g and due to the block lower-triangular structure of A, it is immediate to see that (
is in fact a leading submatrix of (W + A A ).
To further clarify the implications of this observation, let R y denote the Gramian matrix of the vector y in (27), i.e., R y =< y; y > K 0 = W + A A :
(53) The existence of a unique stationary solution K o to J(K) in (44) then requires the invertibility of R y . Likewise, the existence of unique stationary solutions K o i in (50), for 0 i < N, requires the invertibility of the leading (block) submatrices of R y . We shall therefore assume here that all the leading (block) submatrices of R y are invertible in order to guarantee the existence of unique stationary solutions K o i to the estimation problems (50) for 0 i N. In this case, we say that R y is (block) strongly regular.
Under this assumption, we can introduce the unique (block) lower-diagonal-upper triangular factorization
where L is chosen to have unit diagonal entries and D is a block diagonal matrix whose entries are denoted by D = fR e;0 ; R e;1 ; : : :; R e;N g: The sizes of the blocks R e;i are p p, in accordance with the p 1 dimension of each y i . Also, the (block) strong regularity of R y guarantees the invertibility of the fR e;i g.
Orthogonalization via the Gram-Schmidt Procedure
In this section we shall argue that, under the strong regularity condition on the Gramian matrix R y , a recursive procedure that allows us to directly updateẑ Nji toẑ Nji+1 is possible without explicitly computing K o i+1 . This will be rst achieved by \orthogonalizing" the output vectors fy j g, as we now explain. It is immediate to conclude that the Gramian matrix of e is block diagonal since < e; e > K 0 =< L ?1 y; L ?1 y > K 0 = L ?1 R y L ? = D = (R e;0 R e;1 : : : R e;N ) : Note that the vectors e and y are linearly related via an invertible transformation. They, therefore, span the same linear space. Also, and more importantly, the estimate of a variable z given the y is equal to the estimate of z given the e. We prove this fact below and then discuss its rami cations. Lemma 6.1 (Estimation Based on the fe i g) Letẑ We should remark here that the above recursive formulas extend the so-called Kalman lter to an inde nite metric space HSK93]. The recursions have exactly the same form as those of the Kalman lter, except for the fact that the Gramian matrices f 0 ; R i ; Q i g are allowed to be inde nite. Also, the recursion (63) for P i (with (61) and (62) inserted in (63)) is known as the Riccati di erence equation.
An important fall out of the above algorithm is that the inertia of the Gramian matrix < y; y > K 0 is completely determined by the inertia of the fR e;i g. ; where the notationx 0ji denotes the linear estimate of x 0 that is based on fy 0 ; : : :; y i g. Likewise,û jji denotes the linear estimate of u j that is based on the same vectors fy 0 ; : : :; y i g. But it follows from (37) that < u j ; y k > K 0 = 0 for all j k. This implies that u iji =û i+1ji = : : : =û N?1ji = 0:
Consequently, the last entries ofẑ Nji are in fact zero, 
If we introduce the de nition of z i as in (48), i.e., a vector composed of x 0 and the fu j g up to time (i ? 1), then we can rewrite (70) more compactly as follows:
That is, the leading nonzero entries of the successiveẑ Nji are precisely the entries ofẑ iji .
A Recursive IWLS Problem in the Presence of State-Space Structure
In order to further appreciate the results of the earlier sections, let us rst summarize what has been concluded in the state-space context.
Starting with a state-space model (36), with entries in an inde nite metric space K 0 , we de ned two vectors z and y as in (38) We then observed that J(K) is a special case of the optimization problem (2) introduced earlier in the paper, and hence the solutionẑ, also denoted byẑ NjN But we further showed that in this case, and due to the state-space assumptions (36) and (37), the matrices f ; W; Ag have extra structure in them. In particular, the f ; Wg were shown to be diagonal matrices in (41) and (42), and the A matrix was shown to be block lower triangular in (40). As a result, we then argued that this structure can in fact be exploited in order to derive a recursive scheme that would allow us to directly update the estimateẑ Nji toẑ Nji+1 , starting withẑ Nj?1 = 0 and ending with the desired solutionẑ NjN . This was achieved by the recursions of Theorem 6.2, which in turn rely on the recursions of Theorem 6.1. These recursions assume that the Gramian matrix R y is (block) strongly regular so that the stationary solutions K o i that correspond to each estimateẑ Nji are uniquely de ned. Now, in view of the discussion at the beginning of Sec. 5, the above solutionẑ NjN has the same expression as the solutionẑ of a related minimization problem of the form (1). Indeed, it is rather immediate to write down the IWLS problem whose stationary point matches the aboveẑ (orẑ NjN ). We simply use (72) to conclude that the related problem of the form (1) is the following: 
subject to x j+1 = F j x j + G j u j : Proof: Since fW; g are block diagonal and A is block lower triangular, the (block) leading submatrices of (W +A A ) are of the form (W i +A i A i ). But we argued above thatẑ iji is uniquely de ned i (W i +A i A i ) is invertible. Since this holds for all 0 i N, we conclude that (W +A A ) is necessarily (block) strongly regular.
In other words, recall that we have established earlier in Lemma 5.1 that the standard optimization problems (1) and (2) are always guaranteed to simultaneously have unique stationary solutionsẑ and K o (and alsoẑ). The above result then extends this conclusion to the successive solutions fẑ iji ;ẑ iji g of (50) and (76). That is, when state-space structure is incorporated into both optimization criteria, and recursive stationarization is employed, it also holds that the criteria have simultaneous stationary points. 
We are interested in minimizing, when possible, the J i over (x 0 ; u 0 ; : : :; u i?1 ), for all 0 i N, and subject to the state-space constraint x i+1 = F i x i + G i u i .
Before stating the conditions that would allow us to check whether the existence of minima for all J i exist, we shall rst consider the following:
(i) We shall show how to recursively compute the unique stationary points fẑ iji g when they exist.
(ii) We shall then derive conditions for these points to be minima.
In order to highlight the possibilities that may occur in the inde nite case, let us assume for now that the fJ i g have unique stationary points fẑ iji g, so that (W + A A ) is guaranteed to be (block) strongly regular, as proven in Lemma 7.1. Now, each one of the stationary pointsẑ iji may or may not be a minimum in its own right, and this is independent of whether among the earlier solutions fẑ jjj g j<i we have minima or not. This is in contrast to the recursive minimization of quadratic cost functions with positive-de nite weighting matrices, where all the solutionsẑ iji are guaranteed to be minima. In the inde nite case however, it may happen that at a particular time instant, say the i th instant, theẑ iji is a minimum of J i , while in the next time instant, theẑ i+1ji+1 is not a minimum of J i+1 . This is because, the minimality of one requires the positivity of ( ?1 i + A i W ?1 i A i ), while the minimality of the other requires the positivity of ( ?1 i+1 + A i+1 W ?1 i+1 A i+1 ), and the positivity of these two matrices do not imply each other. In particular, the second matrix contains new entries, such as Q i , R i+1 , and an extra row in A i+1 . These entries can destroy the positivity of ( ?1 i+1 +A i+1 W ?1 i+1 A i+1 ). This situation does not occur with positive-de nite quadratic forms because, in this case, the weighting matrices The result of the lemma now follows by invoking Corollary 6.1, which states that the matrix (W + A A ) has the same inertia as fR e;0 : : : R e;N g. This last statement holds as a result of the strong regularity of (W + A A ). An immediate conclusion is the following special case where the matrix is itself positive-de nite and, hence, its negative inertia is zero while its positive-inertia is equal to the number of its columns (or rows), n + mN. The above results were concerned with the existence of a minimum for the last cost function J N . More generally, we are interested in checking whether eachẑ iji is a minimum of the corresponding J i . This is addressed in the following statement. which by virtue of (78) and (79) yield (80) It is also clear from the discussions in Sec. 5 that the recursions of Theorem 6.2, with the proper identicationsẑ Nji ẑ Nji ; y i y i ;x iji?1 x iji?1 ; u i u i , can be used to compute the stationary solutionŝ z iji of (77). In particular, and according to the discussions that led to (70), we also have that the stationary solutionsẑ iji are related to theẑ Nji , given below in the statement of the theorem, as follows: 
In this case, the unknown variable u i only appears in the quadratic term u i Q ?1 i u i ; and it thus follows that minimization with respect to the u i requires the positivity of Q i . Hence, successive minimization of the J i would additionally require that the fQ i g be positive-de nite, which is a special case that often arises in the context of H 1 -problems, with the additional constraint 0 > 0. It is thus rather immediate to handle this case. All we need to do is to simply impose a positivity condition on the fQ i g. This motivates us to consider the following two corollaries. 
In this case, it follows that P i 0 for 0 i N: (87) In fact, P 0 is strictly positive since it is equal to 0 ].
Proof: The inertia conditions (86) follow immediately as a special case of Theorem 7.1. We now establish the nonnegativity of the Riccati variables fP i g. This is achieved by induction. Assume the result is valid up to time j, i.e., fP 0 ; P 1 ; : : :; P j g are nonnegative-de nite and let us prove that P j+1 is also nonnegative-de nite.
It follows from (86) that R e;j = (R j + H j P j H j ) and R j must have the same inertia and, consequently, that (R j + H j P j H j ) is invertible.
Since P j is nonnegative-de nite, we can factor it into P j = M j M j , where the number of columns of M j is equal to the rank of P j . De ning H j = H j M j we can write (R j + H j P j H j ) = (R j + H j H j ):
The invertibility of (R j + H j H j ) now implies, by virtue of Lemma 2.2, that (I + H j R ?1 j H j ) is also invertible. Using the result of Theorem 2.1 we have that I + (I R j ) = I + (I + H j R ?1 j H j ) (R j + H j H j )]; I ? (I R j ) = I ? (I + H j R ?1 j H j ) (R j + H j H j )]: But since InertiafR j + H j H j g = InertiafR j g; we conclude that I and (I + H j R ?1 j H j ) must have the same inertia and, hence, (I + H j R ?1 j H j ) > 0. Now the Riccati recursion (63) implies that P j+1 = F j P j ? P j H j (R j + H j P j H j ) ?1 H j P j F j + G j Q j G j ; = F j M j I ? H j (R j + H j H j ) ?1 H j M j F j + G j Q j G j ; = F j M j I + H j R ?1 j H j ?1 M j F j + G j Q j G j :
But since (I + H j R ?1 j H j ) > 0 and G j Q j G j 0, we conclude that P j+1 0.
The next statement further assumes that the fF i g are invertible.
Corollary 
(ii) All fJ i g have minima i , for 0 i N,
It further follows in the minimum case that, for all i, P i+1 > 0: The invertibility of F 0 guarantees the positive-de niteness of F 0 ?1 0 + H 0 R ?1 0 H 0 ?1 F 0 . But since Q 0 > 0 we also have that G 0 Q 0 G 0 0. Consequently, P 1 > 0. We can now repeat the argument to conclude that the conditions (88) hold for all i.
The equivalence of conditions (88) and (89) follow from the fact that for all i we have
Conditions of the form (88) are the ones most cited in H 1 ?applications (e.g., YS91]). Here we see that they are related to the inertia conditions (86). These inertia conditions also arise in the H 1 ?context (see, e.g., GL95] p. 495] and Lemma 8.1 further ahead), where R i has the additional structure R i = (? 2 I I). Here, we have derived these conditions as special cases of the general statement of Theorem 7.1, which holds for arbitrary inde nite matrices f 0 ; Q i ; R i g, while the H 1 ?results hold only for positive-de nite matrices f 0 ; Q i g and for matrices R i of the above form. Note also that testing for (88) not only requires that we compute the P i (via a Riccati recursion (63)), but also that we invert P i and R i at each step and then check for the positivity of P ?1 i + H i R ?1 i H i . The inertia tests given by (86), on the other hand, employ the quantities R e;i and R i , which are p p matrices (as opposed to P i which is n n). These tests can be used as the basis for alternative computational variants that are based on square-root ideas, as pursued in HSK94]. which is a quadratic cost function in the unknowns fx 0 ; u 0 ; : : :; u i g since the fy j ;ŝ jjj g i j=0 can be expressed in terms of fx 0 ; u 0 ; : : :; u i g. Therefore, each J i will be positive if, and only if, it has a minimum with respect to fx 0 ; u 0 ; : : :; u i g and, moreover, the value of J i at its minimum is positive.
Solvability Conditions
We thus see that we are faced with the problem of minimizing a quadratic cost function of the same general form as in (85) 
where P i satis es the Riccati di erence equation 
have the same inertia for all i. In this case, it also follows that all the leading submatrices of the above two matrices have the same inertia, i.e., I + H i P i H i > 0;
Proof: The rst part of the Lemma follows from Corollary 7.2. But recall also from the statement of the Corollary that the resulting P i are further guaranteed to be nonnegative-de nite, i.e., P i 0. It thus follows that (I + H i P i H i ) > 0. That is, the lower-right corner elements of both matrices in (94) have the same positive inertia. Consequently, it also holds that all the leading submatrices of the two matrices in (94) have the same inertia.
If the F i are further assumed invertible, then we also conclude from Corollary 7.3 that the following alternative conditions can be used to guarantee the existence of minima for the J i in (92), P ?1
Construction of a Solution
To end our discussion, we still need to show how to determine the estimatesŝ jjj once the existence of minima for the J i are guaranteed. These estimates have to be chosen so as to guarantee that the values of the successive J i at their minima are positive.
We shall illustrate the construction by induction. 
We may now introduce the lower-diagonal-upper factorization of the central matrix in (97), viz., 9 An Application to Robust Adaptive Filters
We now consider another example that can, in e ect, be regarded as a special case of the H 1 ?problem studied in Sec. 8. Here, however, some simpli cations occur that are worth considering separately. We therefore assume that we have the following special state-space model Here, however, we allow for inde nite weighting matrices f 0 ; W i g, along the same lines studied in Sec. 8. More speci cally, we letx jjj denote a function of the fy k g up to and including time j. Since x j = x 0 , we shall also writex 0jj instead ofx jjj .
For every time instant i we also de ne the quadratic cost function 
Comparing with (105), we see that the cost function of (105) now appears in the denominator of (108) (with W i = I). Hence, instead of minimizing (105) over x 0 , we are now interested in determining estimates for x 0 in order to guarantee that the energy in the error due to estimating x 0 is upper-bounded by 2 times the energy of the uncertainties, viz., the denominator in (108). We can again rewrite the expression for J i in the equivalent form 
with the initial condition P 0 = 0 .
We now argue that the solvability condition can in fact be simpli ed in the adaptive case. For this purpose, we shall invoke the conclusions of Corollary 7.3. Indeed, it follows from the statement of the corollary that 
which, in view of expression (20) in Theorem 3.1, is precisely the coe cient matrix of the linear system of equations that provides us withx 0jj . The conclusion (113) is then immediate once we also recall from the statement of Theorem 3.1 that a minimum is guaranteed as long as the coe cient matrix is positive-de nite.
10 An Application to Total Least-Squares Methods
We now consider a third application that deals with the so-called total 
Here, M is regarded as an approximation for A, which in its turn is used to determine anx that guarantees b 2 R(M).
The solution of the above TLS problem is well-known and is given by the following construction HV91] p. 
which is clearly a special case of (1) in two respects: the matrix is negative-de nite and a multiple of the identity, and the W matrix is simply the identity. Indeed, the minimum of (120) exists as long as (? 2 n+1 I + A A) is positive-de nite, which is guaranteed by the assumption n+1 < n . Note though that the solutionx of the TLS problem (119) requires a singular value decomposition (SVD), which may be computationally expensive. But more important perhaps, is that this hinders the possibility of recursive updates of the solutionx. More speci cally, if an extra row is added to the matrix A and, correspondingly, if an extra entry is added to the vector b, then the SVD of the new extended matrix A b will need to be computed again in order to evaluate the new solutionx. An examination of expression (119), however, shows that the SVD step only a ects the choice of the matrix. This suggests that a recursive scheme should be possible if one relaxes the criterion (118) and allows for other choices of the matrix in (120), say ?1 = ? 2 I; for a nonnegative real number 2 that is chosen by the user. In particular, any choice that satis es 2 < n will still result in a positive-de nite matrix ? 2 I + A A]. We may also employ a diagonal matrix of the form ?1 = ?diagonal f 2 0 ; 2 1 ; : : :; 2 n?1 g; with several nonnegative entries f 2 i g. This would allow us to give di erent weights to the di erent entries of x and will also give us more freedom in controlling the existence of solutions to the recursive procedure described below.
We may also remark that the idea of replacing an optimal problem by a suboptimal one is frequent in many areas, including for example H 1 ?problems, and this is often due to the computational burden that may be required by an optimal formulation. (ii) A condition that guarantees that the last estimatex N is indeed a minimum of J N .
The answers to the above questions are rather immediate if we invoke the results of Sec. 7 and, in particular, Lemma 7.2 and its corollary, and Theorems 7.1 and 7.2. 
(ii) J N has a minimum atx N if, and only if, the matrix ?1 + A A] is positive-de nite. Under the assumption of strong regularity of I + A A ], this positivity condition is also equivalent to P N+1 > 0 since, as argued after the proof of Lemma 9.1, we can also verify here that P N+1 is the inverse of ?1 + A A]. Indeed, from (122) we obtain P ?1 i+1 = P ?1 i + a i a i ; P 0 = ?1 :
We emphasize, however, that the above is only a special case of the quadratic forms studied in this paper. For example, one may choose other forms for the diagonal matrices and W, such as allowing for positive entries in and for negative entries in W, or other convenient combinations.
